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building called Fongchang Building in Beijing. Thought it is like a small city of its own with more than 100 stores and restaurants within.
It also has unique landscaping with many rare trees. The building has 16 floors, with 24m width and about 200m length. Just imagine a
mall like this in your hometown. Here in Singapore, no mall is what people would call "mall" where all you have are those few shopping

centers which you go to for department stores and outlets. You won't even get the feeling of "going mall" in your hometown. Just
today, I went to Garden City. After I'd parked my car, on the ground floor, was an outlet, restaurants and even a coffee shop. That was
nice, the meals were good and the coffee was also good. And who knows, you might get to meet some nice people in a coffee shop or

something, of course if you're not being nasty like most of the time we are! The mall itself was relatively clean. With escalators,
elevators, and free wireless internet connection. A chill out area was provided at the 4th floor, and there were also sitting areas around

the third floor. Also a small cafe provided its own services. Cannot help but rave about this one! I love Fongchang! Enough has been
said already, so you might think I've just raved about it and buhohohoho this is not the case. I liked how Chinese people named their
shops. Looked at this cafe called Noodle in the Diva Corner, then I remembered I had a chocolate cake there when I first went there a

few months ago. Went
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